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Field observations show that the role and amount of swelling clays in the complex 
hard suspensions of alpine debris flow type were underestimated (see Boivin et al., 
this session). This work aims at exploring to which extent the swelling clay content 
influences the global rheology of a flow of rock grains from which the size spectrum 
extends from clays to gravel. We made a sample from calibrated materials with a 
grain size distribution similar to that of a viscoplastic debris flow (Bardou et al., 
2003). Four replicates were made with the same grading curve. The clay content of 
the samples was 2% dry weight only, and different 2:1 swelling clay to 1:1 clay ratio 
were used. The swelling clay ratio (SCR) was calculated as the percentage of 2:1 clay 
in the clay fraction of the bulk samples. The 1:1 clay was (industrial) kaolinite and the 
2:1 clay was a natural soil smectite. The smectite content in the bulk sample ranged 
from 0% to 2% dry weight, corresponding to SCR ranging from 0 to 80%. The four 
prepared samples were sheared in the large-size apparatus fully described in Tattersall 
and Banfill (1983). This apparatus is based on the measure of the torque necessary to 
rotate an impeller immersed in the sample. The impeller has the form of an "H" and 
moves in a plane according to two parallel axes. The observed behaviour were very 
contrasted. The sample with SCR=0 was poorly sensitive to changes in the solid 
concentration, in contrast to the three samples with SCR$>$0. Moreover, a small 
change in the SCR of the clay fraction induced a dramatic change of the behaviour of 
the mixture. For SCR=0, only little changes in the rheological parameters of the bulk 
samples were observed with respect to changes in the solid concentration. On the 
contrary the rheological parameters of the bulk samples with SCR$>$0, apparently 
followed a power law according to solid concentration. These tests carried out in the 
laboratory accord with observations realised on natural debris flow material. Although 
these results can't be upscaled to a quantitative assessment of the effects of changes in 
the SCR in a dense granular suspension they have, however, has a direct implications 
for debris flow rheological studies. Even though weighting for a very little part of the 
materials, the swelling clays cannot be neglected in the analysis of such mixtures. 
Moreover, colloid properties of these clays are very sensitive to factors such as 
electrolyte composition, clay surface coatings and shaking energy. Therefore, the 
electrolyte used in test the materials, and chemical equilibration time within 
electrolyte and solid phase, should be carefully selected with respect to field 
conditions.  
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